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ABSTRACT
To minimize testing and technology upgrade costs for safety-critical systems, a thorough understanding and analysis of architectural dependencies is essential. Unmanaged dependencies create cost overruns and degraded qualities in systems. Architecture dependency analysis in practice, however, is typically performed in retrospect using code structures, the runtime image of a system, or both. Retrospective analysis can miss important dependencies that surface earlier in the life cycle. Development artifacts such as the software architecture description and the software requirements specification can augment the analysis process; however, the quality, consistency, and content of these artifacts vary widely. In this paper, we apply a commonly used dependency analysis metric, stability, and a visualization technique, the dependency structure matrix, to an architecture common to safety-critical systems that was re-engineered to reduce safety testing and upgrade cost. We describe the gaps observed when running the analysis and discuss the need for early life-cycle dependency analysis for managing rework costs in industrial software development environments.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics – complexity measures;
D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management; D.2.11 [Software Engineering]: Software Architectures

General Terms
Management, Measurement, Design
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we analyze the software architecture of a generalized, industrial, safety-critical system that was re-engineered to reduce rework cost associated with safety testing and technology upgrade. By walking through the motivations and the engineering decisions of the enhancement of the architecture, we demonstrate the kinds of architecture dependencies that cannot be detected with today’s tools and techniques but that are necessary to capture the value of the effort. Software engineers have been inundated with promising tools in architecture, conformance, and quality analysis, especially to manage software evolution and maintenance [31]. While this is a much anticipated positive development, almost all developments in this area have been variations on providing static analysis metrics at the code and module views of the architecture.

These tools often rely on dependency analysis, an assessment of the degree to and the nature of which a software element syntactically relies on another element (a module is a part of another module, a module is a refinement of another module, a module uses another module, etc.). There is little evidence of how this analysis helps improve decision making when evolving a system, especially when these decisions involve semantic transformations (for instance, understanding the impact of splitting a module to reduce cost related to safety-critical testing or the impact of using a module as a standard interface intermediary that provides a generalized publish-subscribe capability between modules).

Our previous work built on tools and analysis techniques, such as dependency structure matrices (DSM), to experiment with metrics to better estimate and understand the impact of rework [19]. The challenge remains to establish practical application of these techniques across industry and to feed findings back into applied research to further improve the analysis techniques and associated tool support. Detecting architecture dependencies requires expert judgment and more elaborate qualitative techniques. Our goal is to highlight these categories of dependencies so that others can gain insight and provide similar examples.

We discuss our experience investigating these dependencies using DSMs and architectural views. In describing our analysis and experience, we followed an exploratory case study protocol with the intent to address two questions:

Q1: Does the dependency structure extracted from the system’s static code structure provide insight into rework costs associated with testing and technology upgrade?

Q2: Can additional architectural information be represented in the dependency structure to provide insight into rework costs associated with testing and technology upgrade?

From a practitioner’s point of view, answers to these questions establish the rationale for and usefulness of dependency analysis as well as provide insights into developing an approach for conducting this analysis.

The case study is conducted with one industrial software project for which one of the authors has served as the architect. Our unit of analysis is change propagation based on structural dependency.
information. We use a narrative analytical approach, relying on the architecture artifacts described by the architect in four documents on module structure, design approaches, architectural decisions, and evolution of the system. We analyze the structural dependencies quantitatively using tools and techniques and then augment the dependencies with type information to conduct a qualitative analysis with feedback from the architect.

We do not limit our analysis to the module view but also investigate dependencies observed from the component-and-connector (C&C) view of the architecture, which documents the system’s units of execution [5]. We observe that while dependencies such as change propagation or uses are straightforward to see from the static module view and code structures, those dependencies observed from other views have an impact on the life-cycle cost for operations and evolution. Through this case study we identify tradeoffs, especially those related to safety-critical testing versus cost, that take advantage of rigorous dependency analysis tools and techniques that not only provide input for static module organization but also guide decision making from the C&C and deployment views.

In Section 2, we review dependency analysis techniques and their relevance to architectural tradeoffs. In Section 3, we describe the shared-computing resource architecture and the significance of different types of dependencies to the evolution goals of reducing safety testing and technology upgrade costs, generalized from observing the evolution of safety-critical systems. Section 4 revisits the architecture using knowledge of behavior and design guidelines to capture additional dependencies that are critical from runtime and deployment perspectives. Sections 5 and 6 are devoted to our conclusions and discussion of future work, respectively. Our study confirms that existing dependency analysis tools fall short of capturing quality attribute tradeoffs for architecting and suggests recommendations for integrating dependency analysis tools in model-based development environments.

2. ARCHITECTURAL DEPENDENCY

The motivation to understand complex system architecture-level dependencies is often rooted in controlling the cost of change. While the cost of change is a significant concern that affects the follow-on development effort, a closer look at architecture-level dependencies and the tradeoffs reveals that the dependencies drive more than the development effort; they also have a significant impact on costs related to the life cycle and operational environment. Separating such concerns encourages opportunistic decisions that may fall short of an elegant optimal architecture yet satisfy key quality concerns and business goals. Closer study of the issues in a long-lived safety-critical system that has undergone several evolution cycles revealed significant tradeoffs when analyzing dependencies:

*Change impact on development effort:* Change impact often focuses on dependencies at the requirements level and the module structure of the system, including package, component, and class or code dependencies. Many existing dependency analysis metrics—such as coupling, cohesion, fan-in, fan-out, and stability—are used to assess the impact of change during system evolution. Data sharing, information input-output, send/receive variables, and uses dependencies are often categorized as dependencies that influence development-time cost of change.

*Configuration management:* While many development and design-related dependencies apply in configuration management, dependency analysis focused on the binding time of elements is critical when assessing configuration management issues. Deployment and C&C views are essential in such analysis.

*Runtime environment:* It is difficult to effectively reason about scheduling, availability, and response time with the module views that most dependency analysis techniques and tools utilize. These dependency types and concerns become more tightly related to the hosting environments or isolation of failure modes, which require understanding the patterns of the runtime architecture.

*Testing:* Security and safety-critical systems—such as aviation, health care, nuclear, and situated information awareness—all have specialized verification, validation, and assurance requirements. In such systems, the kinds and levels of testing significantly affect the cost of both development and deployment. Engineers often overlook an important tradeoff when they examine only dependencies related to development or configuration management. While the cost of changing a module may be small, the cost of testing it may be significant. Separation of concerns focusing on testing may drive overall costs down significantly.

Visual representation of system dependencies can help architects focus on significant areas that require further attention and reduce the cognitive overload in decision making. Development tools like Sonargraph for Java [22], Lattix [16], and Structure 101 [30] provide assistance for visualizing the dependencies and associated metrics such as cycles, coupling, and cohesion. These tools also focus on design rules of the architecture. Such analysis is, however, limited to calculating the impact of change at design time. Work in visualization techniques and design rules has assisted in bridging some code and architecture conformance gaps [8]. For instance, such work has been used to empirically associate the dependency profile of a system with its risks for defects or evolution profiles [28].

Visualization approaches can also increase insights into both the status and the quality of a project. These approaches include software maps and graphs in addition to DSMs. The software map is structured according to the modularity of the system. Complex files, as indicated for example by their McCabe complexity measure [18], are highlighted in three dimensions and by map color. Some challenges in visualization techniques include integrating time and making the technique fully interactive. The objective is to provide early warnings to detect costs and risks (e.g., “watch out for this class; it might be growing too big”) [3].

Dependency metrics associated with these visualizations typically aim for managing software quality and favor managing modifiability. Optimizing design quality has largely meant detecting and avoiding defects rather than strategically managing key infrastructure decisions, especially in the context of architecture. Examples of metrics-based dependency analysis for defect detection, defect avoidance, and software maintainability can be found in static analysis tools that provide measures such as cohesion, coupling, fan-in, fan-out, and cyclomatic complexity [10][23][24][25][32]. A recent and more extensive study examining architecture-level software metrics revealed that many rely on some kind of dependency analysis but are limited to encapsulation, extendibility, and acyclicity [13]. Callo Arias and colleagues provide advice on additional dependency sources that can help augment such architecture-related dependency analysis [4].

3. SHARED RESOURCE ARCHITECTURE

Complex, mixed safety-critical systems try to minimize use of shared resources such as memory, processing, display graphics,
network communication, and storage. Their use requires careful balancing of safety and performance qualities. A shared-computing resource architecture in such an environment can be broadly viewed as multiple partitioned applications (Apps) grouped by safety criticality, function, control, and resource interface.

The functional Apps in the original shared-computing resource architecture that we analyzed (Figure 1) send their data to a separate centralized data mover (DM). The DM transforms functional application data into a specialized resource-specific format. The DM then forwards the formatted data to software elements specific to each resource type (e.g., marshaling data for storage or transmission, rendering data for generating an image). This virtual resource (VR) interfaces with the physical resource (e.g., storage, network, display).

A significant drawback of this architecture is that, with the DM containing all formats, including those that are safety critical, the entire DM is required to be tested to the highest safety-critical level. The subsections that follow provide details on an effort undertaken to re-architect the system to isolate safety-critical software. We discuss the static dependencies that can be managed and show that the technique provides insight into tradeoffs that were made when creating the evolved architecture.

3.1 Business Goal

The business goal to lower the costs of safety testing and technology upgrade provides the rationale for understanding the re-architecting effort. Critical data formats of a single App drive the entire DM to a higher safety testing level. The DM is rather large (on the order of 100K source lines). Integration of new software continues to add to this code base, making overall safety testing cost prohibitive. Additionally, such a large module leads to memory issues with the development tool when performing functional and safety-based testing.

3.2 Architecture Requirements and Decisions

Table 1 shows the quality attribute requirements that result from the business goal. Design decisions provide rationale for how the architecture satisfies the quality attribute requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Goal</th>
<th>Quality Attribute</th>
<th>Architecture Design Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower safety testing and technology upgrade cost</td>
<td>Testability</td>
<td>Reduce module size. DM module is refactored into multiple data-formatting clients and a server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Enable safety mixed-criticality partitioning. Safety-critical modules are isolated and can be hosted on separate CPUs, insulating them from the impact of changes made to other modules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifiability</td>
<td>Modifiability</td>
<td>Separate function and resource concerns. Apps are separated from their associated data-formatting clients and communicate via publish-subscribe messages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A distributed, shared-computing resource architecture is considered to be an important paradigm for achieving such objectives [7][9][12][14][21].

3.3 Original Architecture

The original architecture contained all user control and resource functionality, such as managing user input, formatting data, and coordinating the use of resources that depend on the data, in a single DM software module. Figure 1 shows two views of this architecture. We generalized and abstracted these views from the source documents to protect the details of the actual system while focusing the dependency analysis on those elements involved in the evolution of the generalizable architecture. We see similar examples and patterns of evolution in safety-critical embedded systems that include mobile ad-hoc network partitioning for improved use of network resources; avionics software partitioning for geo-positioning, cockpit controls, and display technology upgrades; and health care systems that include enabling secure electronic health record exchange between multiple devices and health IT records.

The module view conveys the system’s principal units of implementation. The C&C view documents the system’s units of execution. A representative subset of software elements in the application layer, shown in Figure 1, motivates our analysis even though there are more software elements in an actual system that has the flexibility to accommodate expansion for future applications. Similarly, we highlight a subset of business goals, software elements, and decisions to scope this use case.

These figures portray the graphical portion of the architecture description. The textual information accompanying the figures in the source documents also provided important information to fully document the views, including details of the elements, relations, and their properties and rationale. The architecture description reveals several important characteristics about the architecture:

- Apps are integrated into a single application layer.
- DM receives and manages data from the Apps that require an interface to a resource. It is also responsible for input management.
VR converts data into a suitable format, taking into account the unique configuration of the resource device.

Partitioning of Apps is driven by separation or isolation of functionality and safety and by hardware constraints, such as CPU proximity to resource devices.

Services are integrated into a single platform layer.

In the original architecture, certain runtime decisions in the C&C view are predetermined by decisions made in the module view:

- All data-formatting clients are hosted on a single processor by virtue of being in the same module (DM).
- Responsibilities for managing user input, transforming data, and coordinating use of the resources are consolidated into a single module (DM), which is mapped to a runtime component and deployable unit.

Figure 2 shows the DSM that captures the dependencies derived through static analysis among the different modules of the original architecture. A DSM is a matrix that maps dependencies between items in a given domain [1][29]. All elements appear in both the rows and the columns, and dependencies are signaled at the intersection points of the items in the matrix. We determined these dependencies from the views of the architecture shown in Figure 1 and the supplementary information in the source documents. The uses dependency from the module view provides information about the dependencies between layers. The data and format list connectors from the C&C view provide information about the data dependencies among the Apps. Given that the responsibilities within DM (App0_DM, App1_DM, App2_DM, App3_DM, and MGR) are not visible in any of the architecture views, we assume the worst case—that they are fully connected.

Figure 2. Original architecture DSM.

As shown in the DSM, the DM module provides a single point for coordination, configuration, and managing the formatting of data, but it does so at the expense of its expanding size. Due to its large share of the application layer, any changes to the DM will have a significant impact. For instance, in this architecture integrating third-party display software is quite difficult. The overall stability of the system, which measures the percentage of modules (on average) that would not be affected by a change to any module of the system, is 53.06%. System stability is computed as

\[ 100\% - \left( \frac{\text{Cumulative Component Dependency}}{\text{Module Count}} \right) \times 100 \]

where the cumulative component dependency is the sum of all direct or indirect dependencies that modules have on each other [15]. Stability is measured as the inverse of propagation cost, the sensitivity of its architecture to changes calculated based on the transitive closure of the dependencies between modules [17]. A higher stability value indicates a system that is less sensitive to change and is preferred. Metrics for well-known systems such as Ant 1.7.1, Apache Server 2.2.8, Spring Source 3.0, Eclipse 3.0, and .NET Framework 2.0 show stability over 90% [16]. These are measures applied to the code of these systems. There are limitations in applying such structural metrics to measure properties of architectural patterns [20]. Rather than ascribe too much meaning to the absolute value, we are interested in the relative value of stability before and after the evolution to measure improvements.

Additionally, as a monolith with highly interdependent functionality, the DM cannot isolate safety-critical applications, which drives up the overall safety testing cost. Such testing costs can be associated to safety-critical testing levels enforced by particular industry standards and guidance, for example, those for avionics as described in DO-178B, Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification [6].

Furthermore, instrumenting DM code for safety testing increases its size, creating memory problems for testing and development tools.

3.4 Distributed Architecture

These factors suggest a refactoring of the DM module to the new distributed architecture shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Distributed architecture.

The architecture description now shows the following characteristics:
DM is decomposed into separate clients, App0_DM, App1_DM, App2_DM, App3_DM, and a control-and-transform manager (MGR) that manages user input and coordinates the use of resources.

App0_DM contains the safety-critical functionality and receives its data from App0.

Decomposing the DM in this manner provides added flexibility in how modules are combined into runtime components and deployable units.

The C&C view becomes more important since certain runtime decisions that used to be predetermined are now exposed. Alternative choices can be made with several implications for the quality attribute goals of the system:

- Responsibilities for managing user input (MGR), transforming data (distributed data-formatting clients: App0_DM, App1_DM, App2_DM, App3_DM), and coordinating use of the resources (MGR/VR) are now distributed (maintainability, modifiability).
- Distributed clients can be hosted on any processor; to minimize latency, a functional App and its corresponding data-formatting client, App_DM, are hosted on the same processor (performance).
- Safety-critical clients such as App0_DM are isolated into their own user space partition apart from other software elements, so failure of one does not affect the other (safety, availability).
- Distributing responsibilities increases the number of publish-subscribe topics that are required. To enhance performance, clients process and publish their data to one or more VR instances only when they are mapped and coordinated to do so by MGR and VR. This strategy enhances both CPU utilization and network performance; network traffic is minimized to the data being actively processed (performance).
- Using MGR to coordinate the use of resources for transforming data introduces an additional configuration management burden (testability, integrability).

As can be seen from the DSM, by virtue of refactoring the DM module, responsibilities are more evenly distributed. Safety-critical applications can now be isolated, thereby lowering the overall safety testing cost. Developing and integrating new third-party applications is also more straightforward and more easily accommodated. The overall stability of the system is 50.51%.

4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The DSM views of Figures 2 and 4 capture static dependencies among the modules. A comparative analysis of the stability of the system after refactoring shows a slight deterioration and may give the impression that the effort was not cost effective. It is only when the refactored effort is analyzed with respect to the safety-critical testing levels of the components that the tradeoffs can be properly understood.

While the need for such architectural dependency analysis is clear, the analysis approach we examined does not provide adequate insights. We discuss these limitations and suggest ways to overcome them in the following sections. The discussion is structured around the two questions we set out to address.

4.1 Static Dependency Structure

Recall our first question: Does the dependency structure extracted from the system static code structure provide insight into rework costs associated with testing and technology upgrade?

Table 2 summarizes the dependencies that we captured in the DSMs in the previous section and used to compute the stability metric of each architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Module (A)</th>
<th>Target Module (B)</th>
<th>Dependency Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>App</td>
<td>App_DM</td>
<td>Functional partitions (App) send data to their associated clients (App_DM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGR</td>
<td>App_DM</td>
<td>MGR orchestrates coordination with clients (App_DM) and VR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App_DM</td>
<td>VR</td>
<td>Clients (App_DM) send format-specific data list to VR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGR</td>
<td>VR</td>
<td>MGR orchestrates coordination with clients (App_DM) and VR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR</td>
<td>MGR</td>
<td>VR sends client management-specific data to MGR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These types of dependencies relate to the syntax or semantics of the data or the service through which two modules are dependent. We used these dependencies to analyze the change impact on the development effort, and we broadly categorize them as either data or control:

- Data (D): For a module B to execute correctly, the syntax (type or format)/semantics of the data produced by module A must be consistent with the assumptions of module B.
- Control (C): For a module B to execute correctly, the syntax (signature)/semantics of the services provided/produced by module A and invoked/used by module B must be consistent with the assumptions of module B.
Architects can determine the syntactic dependencies mostly through static analysis of code and element dependencies in the module view of the architecture. These dependencies are typically used to compute metrics that indicate the “health” of the architecture.

Table 3 captures a representative set of such architectural metrics based on research and practical experience and computed by a tool called Lattix [16]. It shows these metrics for the centralized architecture as well as the distributed architecture.

### Table 3. Dependency-based metrics for architecture health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Distributed</th>
<th>Health</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>53.06%</td>
<td>50.51%</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average impact</td>
<td>6.57</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System cyclomatic</td>
<td>42.857%</td>
<td>42.857%</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercomponent cyclomatic</td>
<td>42.857%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal dependencies</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average dependency</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average cumulative</td>
<td>7.93</td>
<td>7.93</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized cumulative</td>
<td>2.467</td>
<td>2.467</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectedness</td>
<td>53.30%</td>
<td>53.30%</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectedness enrichment</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectedness strength</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling</td>
<td>16.48%</td>
<td>16.48%</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling enrichment</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling strength</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Health is indicated as improved (+), deteriorated (−), or remained same (=).

Other tools incorporate similar metrics and analysis. For example, Structure 101 defines a metric called XS, which is a combination of cyclomatic complexity and measures of tangle (cyclic dependencies) among classes and packages of a system [30]. While it is useful to understand cycles, such a metric illuminates only one aspect and is often not sufficient for understanding overarching architectural issues within a system. Similarly, SonarGraph and SonarQube incorporate measures of duplicate code blocks, unused methods, and average component dependencies to manage code quality as well as coding rules [22][26][27].

Architectural metrics are different from code metrics as they need to provide insights about the overall system. While there might be local code quality issues, architecture may still be sound. Or while there are no code quality issues, there might be significant end-to-end architectural issues. This can be seen from Table 3, where the metrics show a mixture of no change, slight increase, or decrease in health of the distributed architecture. It is only when the re-architecting effort is analyzed with respect to component safety-criticality levels that the tradeoffs can be properly understood.

### 4.2 Augmented Dependency Structure

Recall our second question: Can additional architectural information be represented in the dependency structure to provide insight into rework costs associated with testing and technology upgrade?

Many of the architectural design decisions and tradeoffs discussed in the previous section lead to dependencies other than data and control. These include

- **Location (L):** For B to execute correctly, the runtime location of A must be consistent with the assumptions of B.
- **Sequence of control (S):** For B to execute correctly, A must have executed previously within certain timing constraints.
- **Quality of service (Q):** For B to execute correctly, some property involving the quality of the data or service provided by A must be consistent with B’s assumptions.
- **Resource behavior (R):** For B to execute correctly, the resource behavior of A must be consistent with B’s assumptions about resource usage or ownership.
- **Testing (T):** To lower the overall testing cost, safety-critical aspects must be split into child modules that are separate from their non-safety-critical parent module.

### Table 4. Additional dependencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modules Impacted</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Dependency Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>App_DM, VR</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>App_DM process and publish their data to one or more VR instances only when they are mapped and coordinated to do so (by MGR) to enhance performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGR, App_DM</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>App DM uses the resource (VR) that MGR owns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGR, App_DM, VR</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>MGR, App_DM, and VR collaborate closely and must be configured consistently to execute in a certain order in conformance with the command/control protocol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App, App_DM</td>
<td>L+</td>
<td>App and App_DM are hosted on the same CPU to minimize continuous update latency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App, App_DM</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>App_DM is scheduled to run immediately following the associated App.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGR, App, App_DM</td>
<td>L−</td>
<td>MGR, App, and App_DM are isolated into their own user space partition so failure of one does not affect the other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App, App_DM, MGR, VR</td>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>Safety-critical responsibilities are isolated into their own modules, App0 and App0_DM, to lower the amount of level A testing (Ta). Noncritical responsibilities are isolated into their own modules to optimize testing at level C (Tc).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recognizing these dependencies requires system analysis beyond the module view; runtime and deployment views must also be considered. In this study, we relied on our existing knowledge of types of dependencies that one module can have on another and applied it to the architecture description, including the module and C&C views of the architecture [2]. Analyzing the C&C view, and supplementing the structural information with information about behavior, design, and deployment guidelines (how the components are allocated to partitions within the execution platform), revealed additional dependencies that influence the achievement of runtime quality attributes and affect the cost of rework and testing, as summarized in Table 4. The testing dependency was something new and unexpected as it was not on our original list.

We represent these additional dependencies in the DSMs of the instantiated original and distributed architecture shown in Figure 2 and Figure 4.

Figure 5 shows the augmented DSM for the original architecture.

![Figure 5. Augmented DSM for the original architecture.](image)

Figure 6 shows the augmented DSM for the distributed architecture.

![Figure 6. Augmented DSM for the distributed architecture.](image)

The augmented DSM uses letters instead of numbers to distinguish the different types of dependencies among the modules. Several aspects of this DSM are worth noting:

1. Dependencies of type C and D among the modules can be determined through static analysis, but all others can be easily missed.

2. An individual cell can be multivalued to indicate different types of dependencies among the modules involved in that relationship. Static code analysis approaches, typically used to enforce quality and facilitate architecture discovery, fail to detect and distinguish among the different kinds of architectural dependencies such as L, S, Q, R, and T.

3. Dependencies shown in the diagonal cells are challenging to represent. The location (L−) dependency on the diagonal indicates that each component is contained in its own user space at runtime and availability is achieved by isolating modules rather than through any relationship among modules.

4. The testing (Ta, Tc) dependency indicates the testing level for each component, and lower testing cost is achieved by separating safety-critical modules from non-safety-critical modules.

5. The location, quality-of-service, resource, and sequence-of-control dependencies are not visible in the original architecture. These runtime and deployment decisions are predetermined by decisions made in the module view and constrained by the centralized nature of the design and the requirements it was meant to support.

These additional dependencies imply increased coupling and thus decreased stability and increased testing cost based on the dependency metrics.

A key issue in developing new metrics is how to take advantage of the additional information about dependencies. Let us walk through an analysis to see how the information was applied to reduce the testing cost of the system. We show the criticality levels for components in the original and target architecture in the diagonals of the DSMs in Figures 5 and 6. The criticality level A is the strongest, requiring intensive code review and testing efforts. For example, code of components classified with this level shall be fully covered using the Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC) method, leading to a time-consuming effort. On the other hand, lower levels (such as C) do not have such requirements, and the code need only be validated against the Statement Coverage method, which is less costly and time consuming. Figure 5 shows Ta-level testing for all elements within the DM module. Figure 6 shows fewer elements requiring testing level Ta.

The comparison shows marked improvement in the distributed architecture with respect to the cost and effort of testing based on the safety-criticality levels. Yet if we follow the dependencies for possible ripple effects, we see that an element requiring testing level Ta, App0_DM, depends on MGR, which in turn depends on VR, which depends on all the other App_DMs. If any of these elements change, they might trigger Ta-level testing. The module that has to be tested is smaller, but the frequency of testing when a change occurs is the same. Looking to Figures 5 and 6 and the type information offers us a more refined interpretation of...
propagation. App0_DM depends on MGR through a DRS dependency, MGR depends on VR through a DS dependency, and VR depends on the App_DM through a DQ dependency.

The visual representation of the additional level of safety-critical testing information on the DSM structure, while not quantified, provides additional information to compare the architectures before and after the evolution. Additional work is needed to quantify how the different types affect the strength of the dependencies and the properties of propagation for a given system. Relying solely on module metrics proves to be insufficient and does not demonstrate that the refactoring enables reduction of testing and hence reduces overall life-cycle costs.

5. CONCLUSION
In this case study, dependency analysis was applied to a representative industrial shared-computing resource architecture in both original and evolved distributed states. The goal was to investigate how current dependency analysis techniques and metrics could provide information about the architectural tradeoffs that led to the re-architecting effort. For any long-lived, highly regulated, and safety-critical system, upgrades are the norm rather than the exception, and there is an ever-increasing pressure to reduce life-cycle costs. This requires software architecture analysis and design techniques to better incorporate quality concerns that are relevant in the later stages of the system’s life cycle, including testing, deployment, and operations. The underlying challenge is investigating techniques to assist in repeatable and consistent multi-view architecture analysis.

The upgrade for the shared-computing resource architecture in particular needed to take into account safety-critical testing costs and operational behavior. The upgrade effort was motivated by the goal to reduce safety-related testing cost. Safety-critical formats drive up the entire module in which they reside to a higher safety testing level. Integration of new shared-computing resource software adds to this code base, driving up the overall safety testing cost. Additionally, the large size of the module leads to memory issues with test and development tools. The design does not provide isolation of mixed-criticality formats, resulting in requalification testing of the large module for any change in code for the software with shared-computing resources.

The take-aways of our study are based on the validity of the existing techniques and the gap between the research and the industry applications of the existing techniques for such model-based architecture dependency analysis:

- Analysis of module structure dependencies falls short of showing benefits of the re-architected system for these key business drivers.
- Existing dependency analysis tools fall short of capturing multiple quality attribute tradeoffs, in particular safety-critical testing, when it comes to architecting. Safety-critical testing is a source of major costs in many systems.
- Repeatability and practicality are barriers to adoption as many critical dependencies and tradeoffs can be captured only by examining multiple artifacts and augmenting analysis manually.

We present this study to call attention to design decisions that architects should consider when making costly design tradeoffs. Such analysis is useful when architects need to opt for feature development over upgrades of technology and can provide a rationale for allocating resources to the most useful upgrades. This analysis demonstrates the use of the diagonal in DSM visualization to capture such information as well as to incorporate additional dependencies by type. Other visualization techniques such as network diagrams and graphs can also be investigated.

6. FUTURE WORK
Making architecture views and resulting dependencies visible is a first step toward estimating the more elusive cost of long-term proactive change for strategic reasons. Incorporating safety-critical testing into analysis demonstrates the impact of testing on overall development that motivates evolution decisions.

Our motivation in investigating possible quantification and visualization techniques with existing tool support, such as DSMs, and system-level metrics, such as the stability metric, is to provide an objective comparative basis that can be incorporated into the engineering development environment. For example, when performing an architecture tradeoff analysis, engineers often depend on prototyping. Currently, there is increasing incentive to apply rigorous modeling methods to better assess tradeoffs and ultimately drive down overall system development cost. Model-based development and supporting tools are seen as key enablers, especially in safety- and mission-critical industrial systems, despite existing tooling and research challenges [11].

System and architecture analysis should also manage key architecturally significant business drivers. Isolation of safety-critical software is often done to minimize software safety testing; however, isolation should also consider tradeoffs of other system drivers. Anticipated amount of change is also a consideration. For example, safety-critical requirements and software typically experience minimal change after initial development whereas general-purpose applications are well known to evolve over the product life cycle. Additionally, other architecture views dominate in safety-critical domains when design explorations are made, such as state charts. In such domains, automatically generated code is augmented with manually written code to add other functionality. It is our experience that this breaks the know-how in existing domain-independent metrics. A potential future direction is investigating domain-specific metrics scoped by multi-view architecture analysis.

Our study reveals two evolving strategies to provide more situated and holistic insights for architecture decision making during development. First, analysis tools should be employed in parallel with any prototyping activity. Second, dependency analysis tools should be integrated into model-based development environments. Model-based development maturation could allow for visualization of module, C&C, and deployment dependencies.
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